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Step 2: Cut (4) pieces for each template. Mark and sew the (TRP) 
Lines on each fabric piece, then place the pieces into Bag #B3.

 █ PREPARING THE STRIPS

Fabrics B2:a-B2:c
Step 1: The strips are now sorted and arranged into (2) different 
Color Groups. 

Step 2:  Label and stack the strips in each group starting with 
Strip #5 on the bottom, ending with Strip #1 on the top. 

Step 3: Cut each set of strips in half. The strips in Color Group #1 
are placed with  [Units B2R & B1L] in Bag #B1. The strips in Color 
Group #2 are placed with [Units B1R & B2L]  in Bag #B2. 

 █ STRIP PIECING UNIT B1L & B2R: BAG #B1
NOTE - Tracing: All strips are stacked and sewn facing right-sides together. 

T-Temp 
B2R

T-Temp 
B1R

T-Temp 
B3R

T-Temp 
B3L

T-Temp 
B2LT-Temp 

B1L

Strip #5,   Fabric  B2:b

Strip #4,    Fabric  B2:c

Strip #3,   Fabric  B2:a

Strip #2,   Fabric  B2:b

Strip #1,    Fabric  B2:c

 ► Color Group 1:

Strip #1,    Fabric  B2:c

Strip #5,    Fabric  B2:a

Strip #2,   Fabric   B2:a

Strip #4,   Fabric  B2:c

Strip #3,   Fabric   B2:b

 ► Color Group 2:

 ► Color Group 1:

Strip #1,    Fabric  B2:c

Strip #1,    Fabric  B2:c Strip #1,    Fabric  B2:c

Unit B2R Unit B1L

 ► Color Group 2:

Strip #1,    Fabric  B2:c

Strip #1,    Fabric  B2:c Strip #1,    Fabric  B2:c

Unit B1R Unit B2L

Step 1: Position Strip #2 at your sewing table 
facing right-side up. Now Strip #1 is 
placed wrong-side up over the top of Strip 
#2.  

Step 2:  Position the papers paired with  
your strip sets, printed-side up, onto the 

wrong-side of Strip #1. Place Sec. 1 over the 
fabric, lining the dashed line next 
to Line 1 up with the raw edge of 
both strips.  The papers should be 
positioned less than 1/2” apart. Pins 
are used to secure the position of the 
paper for the first couple pieces.

NOTE - The extra space between the paper is 
needed so the papers can be pressed and cut 
apart after the papers have been sewn onto the 
fabric strips.

Step 3: The sewing begins on Line 1, stopping just 
before you get to the bottom of the second paper. 
Position the third paper onto the strips at your machine 

and sew on Line 1. Four (4) units are sewn on each 
strip.

NOTE - Adding the Remaining Papers: The remaining 
papers can be added at the sewing machine without 
using any pins. Keeping the papers aligned with the edge 
of your fabric as you sew results in easier to pressing.

Step 4:  When you are done sewing, carry the 
strips and papers over to your ironing board. 
Position the paper on the ironing board, face 
down. Finger press the seam open. Use a light 
steam iron and press the strips open. Keep the 
strips as straight as possible when pressing the 
seams.

Step 5: Carry the papers and strips back to your cutting board. 
Position the fabric on the board with the paper 
facing right-side up. Carefully cut between the 
foundation papers with your Rotary cutter to 
separate each unit. Stack the papers paper-side 
up once they are cut apart.

 ► Trimming Process
NOTE - Before you can sew the papers onto the next strip, 
fold back the papers and trim the 
next quarter inch seam allowance.

Step 6: With the paper-side 
up, place the fold template 
over Sec. 2, then line the 
edge up with Line 2 on the paper. Fold back the 
paper and trim the fabric with your Add-A-Quarter ruler. 

Step 7: Stack the units, leaving the papers in the folded back 
position to prepare for the next sewing round. 
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